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Red Hat Knitters   
Come and join the Red Hat Knitters between 11.30 and 1pm on 

Saturday 7th May (and every Saturday morning until 29th 

October).   

We will be knitting diver’s traditional red woolly hats to be sold 

in the shop. Please note that wearing the Standard diving 

helmet whist knitting is not obligatory. We supply the materials, 

tea/coffee and biscuits.  

We will also be working on a new group project – making Fiddle 

Mitts! Our very own Kevin at the museum and until recently a 

North Sea Saturation Diver is quoted as saying “It would have 

been just the thing to have while waiting under saturation in the 

diving bell, worrying about the safety of the other divers”. True! 

If you have any spare balls of yarn – any amount, colour, texture or ply - please either drop it 

off at the Diving Museum or contact Hunny tel: 079 4425 5182 

… and now an Early Reminder for something really different! If you are into CSI etc. this is 

definitely for you. 

Underwater Forensic Search and Recovery - talk 

Book early for our talk on Saturday 4th June at 7pm, given by a 

specialist underwater and confined space forensic expert Peter 

Faulding. Discover the extraordinary world of collecting evidence 

underwater. Booking and payment via the Historical Diving Society 

website. www.thehds.com shop and events. £6 includes 

refreshments   

Also a reminder for Artists!  

The deadline to enter the Underwater exhibition is Saturday 4th June. 

Contact museumdevelopment@thehds.com  for details.  
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The Diving Museum is an outreach project of the Historical Diving Society HDS and run entirely by volunteers. 
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